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Abstract

A novel fuzzy learning framework that employs fuzzy inference to solve the problem of
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is presented. The framework introduces a new class of
fuzzy inference systems called Multiple Instance Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Systems (MI-
Mamdani). In multiple instance problems, the training data is ambiguously labeled. Instances
are grouped into bags, labels of bags are known but not those of individual instances. MIL
deals with learning a classifier at the bag level. Over the years, many solutions to this problem
have been proposed. However, no MIL formulation employing fuzzy inference exists in the
literature. Fuzzy logic is powerful at modeling knowledge uncertainty and measurements
imprecision. It is one of the best frameworks to model vagueness. However, in addition
to uncertainty and imprecision, there is a third vagueness concept that fuzzy logic does not
address quiet well, yet. This vagueness concept is due to the ambiguity that arises when
the data have multiple forms of expression, this is the case for multiple instance problems.
In this paper, we introduce multiple instance fuzzy logic that enables fuzzy reasoning with
bags of instances. Accordingly, a MI-Mamdani that extends the standard Mamdani inference
system to compute with multiple instances is introduced. The proposed framework is tested
and validated using a synthetic dataset suitable for MIL problems. Additionally, we apply the
proposed multiple instance inference to fuse the output of multiple discrimination algorithms
for the purpose of landmine detection using Ground Penetrating Radar.
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1. Introduction

Fuzzy inference is a powerful modeling framework that can handle computing with knowledge
uncertainty and measurements imprecision effectively [1]. It is a process based on concepts
from fuzzy set theory and fuzzy reasoning. It performs a non-linear mapping from an input
space to an output space by deriving conclusions from a set of fuzzy if-then rules and known
facts [2]. Fuzzy inference has been successfully applied to a wide range of problems, mainly
in system modeling and control [3–5]. Most of the proposed fuzzy inference methods gained
success because of their ability to leverage expert knowledge to identify the model parameters
[6]. This practice simplifies system design and ensures that the knowledge base (if-then rules)
used by the system is easy to interpret [7].

More recently, fuzzy inference has increasingly been applied to more advanced applications,
such as content-based information retrieval [8], image segmentation [9], image annotation [10],
pattern recognition [11], recommender systems [12], and multiple classifier fusion [13]. The
aforementioned applications are more challenging as they require extensive knowledge base
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to accommodate for various scenarios. Since this diverse knowl-
edge base cannot be fully provided by domain experts, data-
driven techniques are typically used to identify and learn the
fuzzy inference system’s parameters [14, 15]. In this later tech-
nique, supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms are de-
vised to learn the parameters of the fuzzy inference system (i.e.
learn the knowledge base) from a set of labeled training data.
For instance, a clustering algorithm (unsupervised learning) can
be used to identify local contexts of the input space, and a linear
classifier (supervised learning) can be used to learn decisions
within each of the contexts. Thus, substituting the traditional
expert knowledge based system’s identification methods, with
more scalable, adaptive, and broader learning methods.

Typically, in supervised learning problems, access to large la-
beled training datasets improves the performance of the devised
algorithms by increasing their robustness and generalization
capabilities. Nowadays, access to such large datasets is becom-
ing more convenient. In fact, we generate about 2.5 quintillion
bytes of data everyday (90% of the data in the world today
has been created in the last two years alone) [16]. This data is
continuously collected from sensors that measure environmen-
tal information, posts to social media sites such as Flickr [17],
digital pictures and videos uploaded to advertisement websites
such as Craigslist [18], etc. This trend is not expected to slow
down anytime soon and is fueled by the drastic decrease in the
cost of data storage. However, for a supervised leaning method
to benefit from this data, it needs to be carefully preprocessed,
filtered, and labeled. Unfortunately, this process can be too
tedious as the vast portion of the collected data is unstructured,
labeled ambiguously, and at a coarse level. For example, in im-
age annotation, tags could be used as indicators of the existence
of objects of interests within the images (sky, sea, beach,. . . ).
However, the exact location of those objects within the images
is not available and is too tedious to extract for large collection
of images. To overcome this lack of labeled data, many re-
cent developments use crowdsourcing services such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk [19] to hire an on-demand human workforce
over the internet to assign labels to data points. For instance,
a tool named “Labelme” by MIT [20] could be used for this
purpose. Similarly, Google started using its Captcha service,
reCaptcha, to label address’ digits collected from Street View
images for the purpose of a deep neural network training [21].
An alternative and a relatively new framework of learning that
tackles the inherent ambiguity better than supervised learning,
is the Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) paradigm [22].

1.1 Multiple Instance Learning

Unlike standard supervised learning, in MIL, an object is not
represented by a simple data point, but rather by a collection
of instances, called a bag. Each bag can contain a different
number of instances. In MIL, a bag is labeled negative if all
of its instances are negative, and positive if at least one of its
instances is positive (Note that positive bags may also contain
negative instances). Positive bags can encode ambiguity since
the instances themselves are not labeled. Given a training set of
labeled bags, the goal of MIL is to learn a concept that predicts
the labels of training data at the instance level and generalizes
to predict the labels of testing bags and their instances [23].

The MIL problem was first formalized by Dietterich et al.
[23] providing a solution to drug activity prediction. Ever since,
it has increasingly been applied to a wide variety of tasks. Such
as content-based information retrieval [24], drug discovery [25],
pattern recognition [26], image classification [27], text classi-
fication [28], region-based image categorization [29], image
annotation [30], object tracking [31] and time series predic-
tion [22], to name a few. To illustrate the need for MIL, in the
following we analyse how a multiple instance (MI) representa-
tion can be applied to image classification.

Consider the simple example of classifying images that con-
tain “sky”. In this problem, for an input image we want to
determine whether a region that contains sky is present in the
image. Using an MIL approach, each training image is repre-
sented by a bag of instances where each instance corresponds to
a segmented region of interest. These regions could be obtained
by dividing images into patches. A multiple instance represen-
tation is well suited for this purpose because only few regions
may contain the object of interest (sky), that is the positive class.
Other patches will be from background or other classes. This
representation is illustrated in Figure 1. Traditional, single in-
stance learning are based on instance level (patch-level) labels
and would require the image to be correctly segmented and
labeled prior to learning.

1.2 Mamdani Fuzzy Inference Systems

A Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System (Mamdani-FIS) is a paradigm
in soft computing which provides a means of approximate rea-
soning [32]. A Mamdani-FIS is capable of handling computing
with knowledge uncertainty and measurements imprecision
effectively [1]. It performs a non-linear mapping from an in-
put space to an output space by deriving conclusions from a
set of fuzzy if-then rules and known facts. Fuzzy rules are
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Figure 1. Example of an image represented as a bag of 12 instances.
Each instance could be a feature vector extracted from one patch.
The bag is labeled “sky” because at least one of its instances is sky.
However, many other instances are not “sky”. Labels at the instance
level are not available.

Figure 2. Main components of a typical Mamdani Fuzzy Inference
System (Mamdani-FIS).

condition/action (if-then) rules composed of a set of linguistic
variables (e.g. image patch). Each variable is assigned a lin-
guistic term (e.g. red, green, blue). For example, the following
rules could be used to identify patches from the image in Figure
1:

• If patch is blue then region is sky.

• If patch is blue and patch position is upper half then
region is sky.

• If patch is white and patch position is lower half then
region is sand.

Typically, as shown in Figure 2, a Mamdani-FIS is composed
of 5 components: (1) a Fuzzification unit that assigns a mem-
bership degree to each crisp input dimension in the input fuzzy
sets; (2) a Knowledge Base characterized by fuzzy sets of lin-
guistic terms; (3) a Rule Base containing a set of fuzzy if-then
rules; (4) an Inference Unit that performs fuzzy reasoning; and
(5) a Deffuzification Unit that generates crisp output values.
Mamdani-FIS have proven to be very effective in various ap-
plications [3–5]. However, it is not applicable to cases where
objects are represented by multiple instances.

1.3 Motivations for Multiple Instance Mamdani Fuzzy In-
ference

There are two major limitations that prevent using standard
Mamdani-FIS methods with multiple instance data. First, due
to the absence of labels at the instance level, we cannot use stan-
dard Mamdani-FIS learning methods to construct the knowl-
edge base. Second, we need an effective mechanism to aggre-
gate instances’ confidences and infer at the bag level.

The above limitations are due mainly to the inherent archi-
tecture of fuzzy inference systems. The generic Mamdani infer-
ence system shown in Figure 2 reasons with individual instances.
First, the system’s input is an individual instance. Second, the
rules describe fuzzy regions within the instances space. Third,
the output of the system corresponds to the fuzzy inference us-
ing a single instance. Fourth, labels of the individual instances
are required when using learning techniques to identify the pa-
rameters of the system. In summary, traditional Mamdani-FIS
cannot be used effectively within the MIL framework.

To address the above limitations. In this paper, we propose
to generalize Mamdani fuzzy inference and extend it to reason
with bags of instances. First, we develop multiple instance
fuzzy logic that generalizes traditional fuzzy logic to compute
with bags of instances. Under this work, we propose multi-
ple instance generalization of fuzzy propositions, fuzzy if-then
rules, fuzzy implication, and fuzzy reasoning. Next, we ex-
tend Mamdani-FIS to reason with bags instead of individual
instances using the developed multiple instance fuzzy logic.
We call the new inference system Multiple Instance-Mamdani
(MI-Mamdani). Finally, we develop methods to identify and
learn multiple instance fuzzy if-then rules from ambiguously
labeled data.

2. Related Work

Zadeh introduced fuzzy sets in 1965 [33] and fuzzy logic in
1973 [3]. Mamdani and 36 followed with substantial addi-
tions [34–36]. Since then, many other developments and ex-
tensions to the fuzzy theory have been proposed. Most of the
contributions can be classified under three categories: 1) contri-
butions that propose variations and generalizations of fuzzy sets,
2) contributions that develop new fuzzy logic frameworks, and
3) contributions that propose new fuzzy inference schemes. For
instance, Yager [37] introduced a new type of fuzzy sets known
as fuzzy multisets (fuzzy bags), Atanassov [38] proposed in-
tuitionistic fuzzy sets, and more recently Torra [39] proposed
hesitant fuzzy sets. These approaches can be classified under
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the first category. Work that can be classified under the second
category, include complex fuzzy logic [40] and complex fuzzy
reasoning [41]. Under the third category, we can cite the con-
tribution of Kaburlasos and Kehagias [42] that consisted of an
extension of fuzzy inference systems based on lattice theory.

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no proposed
variations that aimed at reformulating fuzzy logic to support
reasoning with multiple instances at the same time. The only
previous work, that has a mention of fuzzy and MIL in the same
framework, was presented by Mahnot and Popescu [43]. They
used fuzzy operators to compute diverse density [25]. This is by
no means a reformulation of fuzzy logic to solve the multiple
instance problem.

While there are no directly related approaches to our work,
several methods are related as they aim to extend fuzzy logic
and broaden its domain of applicability. For instance, fuzzy
multisets [37] may seem to be related to our approach because it
utilizes bags of elements to represent objects. A fuzzy multiset
can be defined as a fuzzy set where multiple occurrences of an
element are permitted. Within our framework it can be used to
represent the results of bags’ fuzzification; i.e., the membership
degrees of each instance in a given fuzzy set. Also aggregations
operators proposed for fuzzy multisets [44] could be used in
our proposed extension. Other extensions of fuzzy sets could
be adapted to the context of multiple instance fuzzy logic. For
example, complex fuzzy sets [40] or complex fuzzy classes
[45] are based on fuzzy sets characterized by complex-valued
membership functions. Because of the two dimensionality
nature of a complex fuzzy set, one can think of using it to carry
reasoning with bags containing two instances at most. This later
formulation is not necessary obvious and is worth investigating
in future research projects.

3. Multiple Instance Fuzzy Logic

In this section, we formalize multiple instance fuzzy logic
(MIFL). MIFL is different from traditional fuzzy logic in that
it allows for an additional dimension of ambiguity and it en-
ables fuzzy reasoning with bags of instances instead of a single
instance at a time. We introduce multiple instance variations
of fuzzy propositions, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning,
which are the building blocks of our proposed framework. The
following formulation is inspired by the work of Jang et al. [47]
on traditional fuzzy logic.

3.1 Multiple Instance Fuzzy Propositions

In traditional fuzzy logic, a fuzzy proposition can be written as

p : X is A (1)

where X receives values x from a universal set U and A

is a fuzzy set on U . An example of a proposition can be,
“temperature is high”. In traditional fuzzy logic, to evalu-
ate the proposition p in (1), X is assigned a single value, say
“temperature = 90”, this will lead to “p : temperature =

90 is high”. This will work in most cases even if X is a vector
in Rn. In fact, proposition (1) is valid as long as X is expressed
by a single instance. However, for MI data, the universe of dis-
course consists of bags of instances rather than single instances
and the proposition needs to be generalized to a set of instances.

Let Bi be a bag of Mi instances. The jth instance, xij , is
a D dimensional vector with elements xijk corresponding to
features, i.e.,

Bi =


xi11 xi12 . . . xi1D

xi21 xi22 . . . xi2D
...

...
. . .

...
xiMi1 xiMi2 . . . xiMiD

 . (2)

Note that the number of instances can vary between bags (Mi

depends on Bi). A bag is labeled positive if at least one of
its instances is positive, and negative if all of its instances are
negative. Let B = {Bi|i = 1, . . . , N} be the set of all bags.
The universe of discourse U is the set of all bags of a given
problem (U = B). For a given instance xij of a given bag Bi,
we first define a “proposition instance” as

pj : xij is A, (3)

Then, we define a multiple instance fuzzy proposition as the
disjunction of proposition instances, i.e.,

q : Bi is A⇐⇒ q :

Mi∨
j=1

pj ≡
Mi∨
j=1

(xij is A) (4)

In (4) “
∨

” is a T-conorm (maximum, algebraic sum, bounded
sum, etc.), as defined in [47]. The proposition instance (“xij is

A”) is evaluated as in (1), and represents the degree of truth of
the proposition on a single instance. Not only the bag has differ-
ent forms of expression (or instances), the proposition itself has
different instances of truth. It follows that the degree of truth
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of a multiple instance fuzzy proposition is a combination of
degrees of truth associated with the proposition instances. (4) is
analogues to fuzzy information fusion [49]. Fuzzy information
fusion deals with merging uncertain observations that are possi-
bly generated by heterogeneous sources. Thus, it is possible to
view the combination of degrees of truth of multiple instances
as a a fuzzy information fusion process. In the following, we
formalize our truth instances fusion process.

Let µ̃A(Bi) denote the degree of truth of a multiple instance
fuzzy proposition. µ̃A(Bi) indicates the “membership degree”
of Bi in A . The expression in (4) can be simplified further
using the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let B be a collection of M instances drawn
form an instance space X , and let A be a fuzzy set on X . The
multiple instance proposition “q: B is A” is equivalent to the
following

q : B is A⇒ ∃x ∈ X | µ̃A(B) = µA(x) (5)

Note that x is not necessary an instance of B.

From (4), we have µ̃A(B) =
∨M

j=1 µA(xj), and we know
that the T-conorm “

∨
”, aggregation operator, is closed in [0, 1].

Thus, the aggregation of a given set of membership grades re-
mains in [0, 1]. It follows that µ̃A(B) =

∨M
j=1 µA(xj) ∈ [0, 1].

Assuming that the fuzzy set A is normal and its membership
function µA(x) is continuous, there exists x ∈ X such that

M∨
j=1

µA(xj) = µA(x) (6)

Hence,
M∨
j=1

µA(xj) = µA(x) = µ̃A(B) (7)

If the T-conorm is carried using a max operator, then µ̃A(Bi)

reduces to

µ̃A(Bi) = max{µA(xij), j = 1 . . .Mi} (8)

In (8), µ̃A(Bi) is the highest degree of truth associated with
the proposition’s instances. This formulation is inline with the
standard MIL assumption [22, 23], which states that a bag is
positive if and only if one or more of its instances are positive.
This relation will be covered in more details when we introduce
multiple instance fuzzy inference in the next section.

3.2 Multiple Instance Fuzzy If-Then Rules

Recall that in traditional fuzzy logic a fuzzy if-then rule is
expressed as

if x is A then y is C (9)

where A and C are fuzzy sets on universes of discourse X and
Y , respectively. The rule in (9) combines the fuzzy propositions
(x is A, y is C) into a logical implication abbreviated as
A→ C with membership function µA→C(x, y).

The rule is defined using a premise part that is a single in-
stance traditional fuzzy proposition. To generalize to MI data,
we define the multiple instance fuzzy rule as:

if Bi is A then y is C ⇐⇒ if

Mi∨
j=1

(xij is A) then y is C (10)

where A and C are fuzzy sets on the universes of discourse X
and Y , respectively. Bi is a bag of instances xij , and Mi is the
number of instances. The premise part of a multiple instance
fuzzy rule (i.e.,

∨Mi

j=1(xij is A) ) is a multiple instance propo-
sition, whereas the consequence part is a traditional proposition.
Since the premise part is a multiple instance proposition we
will refer to this new logical implication as multiple instance
implication. It is a fuzzy relation on the product space B × C
(B: bags’ space). Formally,

R = A→ C = A× C =

∫
B×Y

µ̃A(Bi) ? µC(y)/(Bi, y)

(11)
where ? is a T-norm and A× C is used to represent the fuzzy
relation R.

Lemma 3.2. There exists a transformation that transforms a
multiple instance fuzzy implication to a traditional fuzzy impli-
cation.

Using Theorem (3.1) we replace µ̃A(Bi) by µA(x) and
rewrite (11) as

R = A→ C = A×C =

∫
X×Y

µA(x) ? µC(y)/(x, y) (12)

which is the expression of a traditional fuzzy relation. Thus,
multiple instance fuzzy implication can be carried using tradi-
tional fuzzy implication.

In (11),R has a membership function, denoted µA→C(Bi, y),
that represents the degree of truth of the implication when B is
equal to Bi and Y is equal to y. For instance, using min and
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product as implication operators, we have:

µA→C(Bi, y) =

∫
B×Y

µ̃A(Bi) ∧ µB(y)/(x, y) =

min[µ̃A(Bi), µC(y)] (13)

and,

µA→C(Bi, y) =∫
B×Y

µ̃A(Bi) · µC(y)/(x, y) = µ̃A(Bi) · µC(y) (14)

3.3 Multiple Instance Fuzzy Reasoning

Multiple instance fuzzy reasoning is needed when the uni-
verse of discourse U is a “bag-space” (U = B), i.e., every input
element is a bag of instances rather than a single instance. In
this case, we define the Generalized Modus Ponens as

premise: if Bi is A then y is C ⇐⇒ if
∨Mi

j=1(Xij is A) then y is C
fact: Bi = {Xij}Mi

j=1 and Xi1 is A′
1, Xi2 is A′

2,. . . ,XiM is A′
Mi

consequence: y is C′

A and {A′j}
Mi
i=j are fuzzy sets on X (the instances space),

and C is a fuzzy set on Y . Using the composition rule of
inference [3], we determine C ′ using

C ′ = (

Mi∨
j=1

A′j) ◦ (A→ C) =

Mi∨
j=1

(A′j ◦ (A→ C)) (15)

and we have,

µC′(y) =

Mi∨
j=1

{maxx(min[µA′
j
(x), µA→C(x, y)])} (16)

Using min as implication operator, (16) is equivalent to

µC′(y) =

Mi∨
j=1

{maxx(min[µA′
j
(x),min(µA(x), µC(y))])}

(17)
further simplification yields

µC′(y) = min
[ Mi∨
j=1

{maxx(min[µA′
j
(x), µA(x)])}, µC(y)

]
(18)

For instance, if the “max” aggregation operator is used, we have

µC′(y) = min
[
max{maxx(min[µA′

j
(x), µA(x)])}Mi

j=1, µC(y)
]

(19)

Figure 3. Illustration of the multiple instance inference process using
the “max” aggregation operator. Legend: (1) =maxx(min(µA′

1
(x),

µA(x))), (2) = maxx(min(µA′
2
(x), µA(x))), (3) =

maxx(min(µA′
3
(x), µA(x))), (4) = max{maxx(min[µA′

j
(x),

µA(x)])}3j=1, (5) = µC′(y)

The term “max{maxx(min[µA′
j
(x), µA(x)])}Mi

j=1” in (19)
can be interpreted as the rule firing strength [46].

To summarize, the proposed multiple instance fuzzy reason-
ing involves the following 3 main steps:

1. Compute the multiple instance proposition degree of
truth, i.e., evaluate
max{µA′(xij), j = 1 . . .Mi};

2. Compute the rule firing strength, or the degree of belief
for the antecedent part;

3. Compute the degree of belief of the consequent part by
applying the “min” operator.

Multiple instance fuzzy logic is a generalization of fuzzy
logic, in fact if we set the number of instances in each bag to
1, all presented approaches will reduce to those of traditional
fuzzy logic.

3.4 Illustrative Example

Let B be a bag of three instances x1, x2, and x3. Let A′1, A′2,
A′3 be the fuzzy sets associated with the instances. Given this
fact we want to evaluate the following multiple instance rule

if B is A then y is C ⇐⇒ if

3∨
j=1

(xj is A) then y is C

(20)
where A and C are fuzzy sets. Figure 3 illustrates the proposed
multiple instance inference process. To compute the rule firing
strength we need to evaluate

µC′(y) = min[max{maxx(min[µA′
j
(x), µA(x)])}3j=1, µC(y)]

(21)

First, we compute the truth instances (the shaded area in the
premise part of Figure 3). Then, all truth instances are aggre-
gated using the “max” operator, i.e., we select the highest truth
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instance as the rule firing strength. Finally, the membership
function (MF), µC′(y), for the consequent part is computed as
the MF of C clipped by the rule firing strength.

3.5 Discussion

Equation (18) defines fuzzy reasoning with bags of instances.
To reach this goal, we have proposed multiple instance varia-
tions of fuzzy logic building blocks; i.e., propositions, if-then
rules, implications, and Generalized Modus Ponens. Our gen-
eralization was derived using a thoroughly and abstract math-
ematical formulation. The new findings will be used to build
more advanced and complex fuzzy inference systems as will be
shown in the next section.

The difference between our multiple instance framework and
fuzzy logic may seem subtle, but there is an important contribu-
tion to point out. In his short abstract published in 2008, titled
“Is there a need for fuzzy logic?” [49], Zadeh wrote: “Fuzzy
logic is not fuzzy. Basically, fuzzy logic is a precise logic of
imprecision and approximate reasoning”. We think that fuzzy
logic is powerful at modeling knowledge uncertainty and mea-
surements imprecision. More generally, it is one of the best
frameworks to model vagueness. However, in addition to un-
certainty and imprecision, there is a third vagueness concept
that fuzzy logic does not address quiet well, yet. This vague-
ness concept is due to the ambiguity that arises when the data
have multiple forms of expression, this is the case for multiple
instance problems. Our framework deals with ambiguity by
introducing the novel concept of truth instances: when carrying
reasoning using MIFL, a proposition will not only have one
degree of truth, it will have multiple degrees of truth, we call
truth instances. Thus, effectively encoding the third vagueness
component of ambiguity and increasing the expressive power
of traditional fuzzy logic.

4. Multiple Instance Mamdani Fuzzy Inference

The traditional Mamdani inference system [35] is limited to
reason with individual instances and cannot be used effectively
within the context of multiple instance learning.

In the following, we propose a generalization of Mamdani
fuzzy inference to extend it to reason with bags of instances.
Similar to the traditional Mamdani system, we formulate the
proposed MI-Mamdani by means of multiple instance fuzzy
if-then rules that can evaluate bags. As introduced in Section
3.2, multiple instance fuzzy rules can be expressed using (22).

In multiple instance fuzzy reasoning, the antecedent part,∨Mp

j=1( If xpj1 is Ai
1 . . . , and xpjD is Ai

D), evaluates the degree
to which the antecedent fuzzy sets describe each instance sepa-
rately, then all responses are combined into a rule firing strength
using a T-conorm. Using this inference style, the rule will be
fired if and only if there exist at least one instance in the bag
that can be described by means of the antecedent fuzzy sets.
The reason behind using a T-conorm for combining individual
instances’ responses goes back to the standard MIL assump-
tion [22, 23] which states that each instance has a hidden class
label, and under this assumption, an example is positive if and
only if one or more of its instances are positive. Thus, the
bag-level class label is determined by the disjunction of the
instance-level class labels. In the context of multiple instance
inference, if a fuzzy rule describes a local region of the in-
stances space that happens to be a positive MIL concept, and if
the rule’s output is high, the multiple instance fuzzy rule will be
capable of classifying positive bags correctly. This is because at
least one instance from each positive bag will activate the rule,
leading to a high output (positive label). On the other hand,
negative bags will not be able to significantly activate any rule.
Figure 4 illustrates the proposed MI-Mamdani system and its
fuzzy inference mechanism to derive the output z in response
to a bag of instances for the simple case of two rules.

As it can be seen, the premise part of the rules evaluates all
the bag’s instances simultaneously. The inference starts by the
fuzzification of instances xpm of a given bag Bp. Fuzzification
assigns a membership degree to each input instance dimension
in the rules input fuzzy sets. In Figure 4, instance xpm activates
the ith input fuzzy set of the jth rule by a degree of truth wmij .
Next, an implication process is executed to combine the activa-
tions of the instances within the bag resulting in the activation
of the rules’ output with different degrees. In this example, we
use a simple min operator, and the output of rule Rj will be
partially activated by a degree wmj = mink=1,...,Dwmkj. The
wmj (truth instances) are combined in the premise part using
the max T-conorm, resulting in the activation of rule Rj by a
degree wj = maxm=1,...,Mwmj. Next, using a simple max op-
erator, the 2 output fuzzy sets are aggregated to generate one
output fuzzy set. Finally, the output set is defuzziffied (e.g.,
using its centroid) to generate a final crisp output value.

The MI-Mamdani inference system allows the use of different
T-conorms on different rules. The choice of the appropriate
function should depend on the application and the purpose of
the rule. More specifically: should the rule be activated if
at least one instance of the bag is within the target concept?
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Ri(Bp) :

Mp∨
j=1

( If xpj1 is Ai
1 and xpj2 is Ai

2, . . . , and xpjD is Ai
D), then oi is Ci. (22)

Figure 4. Illustration of the proposed Multiple Instance Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System.

Or should it be activated only if at least a fixed subset of the
instances are within the target concept?

Finally, we should note here that if we set Mp to 1 (i.e.,
constraint all bags to include only one instance), (22) reduces
to a traditional fuzzy if-then rule commonly used in Mamdani
FIS. Thus, the proposed MI-Mamdani fuzzy inference system,
can be considered a generalization of the traditional Mamdani
system.

4.1 Learning the Structure and Parameters of MI-Mam-
dani

The most important task in fuzzy inference with MI-Mamdani
is the identification and learning of the system’s structure and
its parameters. Structure identification consists of identifying
the number of multiple instance if-then fuzzy rules, identifying
the MFs of the premise and consequent parts, and also the
T-conorms involved in the multiple instance fuzzy reasoning.
After structure, the parameters of the MFs need to be learned.

The system’s structure and parameters identification rely
mainly on determining the characteristics of the local regions
within the instances’ space that characterize positive bags. In
traditional (i.e., single instance representation) fuzzy modeling,
this task is achieved through input space partitioning, typically
using grid partitioning and clustering [46]. In multiple instance

inference systems, we need to identify regions that are defined
by positive instances, referred to as positive concepts. Since
in MIL, data is labeled at the bag level and not at the instance
level, traditional space partitioning methods could not be used
to learn the multiple instance fuzzy rules.

In the following, we describe our proposed approach to iden-
tify multiple instance fuzzy rules based on a fuzzy clustering
algorithm of multiple instance (FCMI) data [50]. FCMI iden-
tifies target concepts that correspond to dense regions in the
instance space that include as many positive instances as possi-
ble and as few negative instances as possible. In particular, we
define the permise parts of the MI-FIS rules as local contexts
within the input space (instances’ space) that coincide with the
identified target concepts.

Assume that we have N training bags,B = {Bi|i = 1, . . . ,N},
and the set of their corresponding labels, T = {ti|i = 1, . . . ,N}.
Let T = {C1, . . . ,Cr}, be r target concept points. Each tar-
get concept Ci is characterized by a center ci ∈ RD and a
feature relevance scale vector si ∈ RD. The FCMI algorithm
maximizes a fuzzy Multiple Concept Diverse Density (MDD)
measure [50] defined as:

MDD(T,U) =

N∏
n=1

r∏
i=1

[
Pr(Ci|Bn)

]um
in. (23)
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In (28), U = [uin] is a membership matrix such that each bag
Bn is assigned to target conceptCi with membership degree uin,
and m is a fuzzifier that controls the fuzziness of the partitions
as in the FCM [51]. Pr(Ci|Bn) is the probability that Ci is a
target concept given Bn, and defined as

Pr(Ci|Bn) =

{
1−

∏M
k=1(1− Pr(xnk ∈ Ci)) if l(Bn) = 1,∏M

k=1(1− Pr(xnk ∈ Ci)) if l(Bn) = 0

(24)

where l(Bn) is the label of bag and xnk is the kth instance
of bag Bn. Pr(Xnk ∈ Ci) is regarded as the similarity of
instance Xnk to target concept Ci, and its computed using

Pr(Xnk ∈ Ci) = e−(
∑D

j=1 sij(xnkj−cij)2) (25)

In (25), sij is a scaling parameter that weights the role of feature
j in target concept i [25].

Let {Copt
i = {copti , sopti }}ri=1 be the optimal target concepts

identified by FCMI that maximizes (28). Let T = {C1, . . . , Cr},
be the r target concept points. For simplicity, we assume that
the MFs of the r multiple instance rules are Gaussian MFs,
with centers cij , i = 1, . . . , r, and j = 1, . . . , D. For a given
multiple instance ruleRi, the centers of the premise part’s MFs
are the centers of the target concepts, i.e.,

cij = Cij , for j = 1, . . . , D. (26)

The diverse density of each concept decreases gradually as we
move away from Ci. Intuitively, the width σij of a given con-
ceptCi along dimension j can be set to the radius beyond which
MDD is lower than a diverse density threshold τi. Formally,
the standard deviations, {σij}, can be computed as following:

σij = min
Z∈I

{
|Cij − Zj | s.t. MDDi(Z) < τi

}
, (27)

In (27), I is the set of all instances, Z is aD dimensional vector
and τi is constant, typically

τi =
1

2
MDDi(Ci) =

N∏
n=1

[
Pr(Ci|Bn)

]um
in . (28)

To identify the rules’ consequent parts we can employ one of
the following two strategies:

1. The consequents parts of multiple instance fuzzy rules
are set to the singleton fuzzy set {1}. Using this strategy,
positive bags that activate a rule, lead to rule’s output of
1. This is inline with standard MIL assumption given that
rules describe positive concepts.

2. Treat concepts as regular contexts. For each multiple
instance fuzzy rule, its consequents fuzzy sets’ param-
eters are identified by considering the ratio of positive
to negative instances within the context described by the
multiple instance fuzzy rule. For example, if a context
has 90% instances from positive bags, then a consequent
MF can be set to a Gaussian with center equals to 0.9 and
a predefined standard deviation ε.

5. Experimental Results

5.1 Synthetic Data

To illustrate the proposed multiple instance fuzzy rules and
the ability to learn from data without instance-level labels, we
use a simple synthetic dataset. The data were generated from
a distribution of two positive contexts, marked with squares in
Figure 5. From each positive concept we generated 50 bags.
We also generated 50 negative bags randomly from non-concept
regions. The number of instances within each bag is a random
number between 2 and 10 instances. The data is shown in Figure
5. Instances from negative bags are shown as “.”, and instances
from positive bags are shown as “+” or “M” depending on the
underlying concept. In Figure 5, we highlight one bag from
Concept 1 by circling all of its instances. As it can be seen, one
instance is close to a dense region of a positive concept while
the other instances are scattered around. We note here that the
centers of concepts in Figure 5 are shown just for the purpose
of explanation and validation. We do not use this information
as it is not available.

Figure 5. Instances from positive and negative bags drawn from data
that have 2 concepts. Instances from negative bags are shown as “.”,
and instances from positive bags are shown as “+” or “M”. Instances
from one sample positive bag are circled.
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5.1.1 Rules learning

As highlighted in Section 4.1, first, we run FCMI [50] to identify
target concepts. These points are then used to identify the
parameters of the fuzzy rules.

Next, for the rules’ consequents identification, we set the
output MFs to the singleton fuzzy set {1}. This will ensure
that bags that have instances within the positive concepts will
get assigned high output. Finally, all the rules’ parameters are
used within an MI-Mamdani fuzzy inference system composed
of two multiple instance fuzzy rules, each with two inputs and
one output. A graphical representation of this system is shown
in Figure 6. It can be seen that the centers of MFs identified
using FCMI match the centers of positive concepts shown in
Figure 5. To test the system, we generate 3 bags of instances:
2 positive bags and 1 negative bag. The instances of these
bags are displayed in Figure 7. The multiple instance fuzzy
inference using the MI-Mamdani system of the 3 test bags is
summarized in Figure 8. The inference starts by fuzzification of
all the instances at the same time, as illustrated in Figure 8(a),
then multiple instance fuzzy implication process is executed
resulting in the activation of the rules’ output with different
degrees (each degree of activation is a firing strength as defined
in Section 3.3). Next, using a simple max operator, the 2 output
fuzzy sets are aggregated to generate one output fuzzy set.
Finally, the output set is defuzzified using its centroid weighted
by the maximum rule firing strength. The weighting ensures
that negative bags that do not activate any rule and will always
have a low output. In addition, we notice that while both first
and second bags are positive, the inference process assigned a
lower degree of belief to the second bag and as a consequence a
lower output value. This will not impact classification’s results
as negative bags will not be able to activate any of the rules
with a significant degree. But it will rather give applications an

Figure 6. Illustration of Multiple Instance Mamdani Fuzzy Inference
System learned using fuzzy clustering algorithm of multiple instance
(FCMI).

Figure 7. Instances from 2 positive and 1 negative bag.

assessment about the confidence of the prediction.

5.2 Fusion of Multiple Landmine Detection Algorithms
Using MI-Mamdani

In the following, we apply the proposed multiple instance infer-
ence to fuse the output of multiple discrimination algorithms
for the purpose of landmine detection using Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR). GPR data collected at different locations and
different dates were used to train and test the proposed fusion
method. The alarm collection covers a variety of anti-tank
mines including 319 encounters of anti-tank with high metal
content (ATHM) and 422 encounters of anti-tank with low
metal content (ATLM). The fusion training data are grouped
into bags. Each bag represents a GPR alarm and has 15 in-
stances extracted at multiple depths. Each instance include
4 features: two discrimination algorithms and two auxiliary
features. The discrimination algorithms are based on the stan-
dard Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) algorithm proposed by
Frigui and Gader [52]. The first one, called EHDDT, extracts
information of the signal from the down-track direction. The
second discrimination algorithm, called EHDCT, extracts infor-
mation for the cross-track direction. The auxiliary features are
synthesized from the radar signal at certain depths. In partic-
ular, SignatureWidth for down-track and SignatureWidth for
cross-track are used to capture the effective width of the strong
components within the GPR signal along (depth, down-track)
slices and the width along (depth, cross-track) slices. Labels
for the bags are available as binary ground truth: target/non-
target (positive/negative). This formulation fits perfectly the
MIL paradigm.

To learn an MI-Mamdani system from the training data (bags)
for the purpose of fusion of discrimination algorithms, first,
we apply FCMI to extract concept points. Next, we generate
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(a)

(b) .

(c)

Figure 8. Multiple instance fuzzy inference using the learned Multiple
Instance Mamdani (MI-Mamdani) system. The level of the activation
indicates the membership degree of a bag in a given concept (i.e.,
rule). The system defuzzified output is the final confidence value. (a)
Inference process with the first positive bag. (b) Inference process
with the second positive bag. (c) Inference process with the negative
bag.

multiple instance fuzzy rules from concept points as outlined
in Section 4.1. Finally, the learned rules are combined into an
MI-Mamdani multiple instance fuzzy inference system.

The individual discriminators and the proposed fusion were
trained and tested using 10-folds cross validation. Figure 9
displays the ROC’s of all methods. To provide a qualitative eval-
uation of the proposed fusion method, we compare its perfor-
mance to a fusion method based on the standard Mamdani [13].
Since the standard Mamdani cannot learn from partially labeled
data, an expert is used to label the instances. We also compare
MI-Mamdani performance to a global fusion method based on
geometric mean (GeoMean) and a naive MIL implementation
of Mamdani (NaiveMamdani) where all instances from positive
bags are considered positive and all instances from negative
bags are considered negative.

Overall, MI-Mamdani outperformed the individual discrim-
inators (EHDDT and EHDCT), the NaiveMamdani and Ge-

Figure 9. Comparison of the individual discriminators, the proposed
Multiple Instance Mamdani (MI-Mamdani), Mamdani, NaiveMam-
dani and GeoMean fusion methods.

oMean fusion methods. This is due to the ability of MI-Mamdani
to overcome labeling ambiguity by generating a fuzzy repre-
sentation of concepts. The standard Mamadani fusion method
performed the best — which is expected — given the additional
information available at the instances’ level to this later fusion
method.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new framework to accom-
plish fuzzy inference with multiple instance data. Our work
generalizes traditional fuzzy logic to enable reasoning with bags
rather than single instances. In particular, we have introduced
multiple instance variations of fuzzy propositions, fuzzy impli-
cation, fuzzy if-then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. Our generaliza-
tion was derived using a thoroughly and abstract mathematical
formulation. We also used our multiple instance fuzzy logic
framework to derive a MI-Mamdani fuzzy inference system.
We have also presented a method to learn multiple instance
rules from data to solve MIL problems. The FCMI algorithm is
used to extract concept points in the instances’ space which are
then transformed into multiple instance rules. This approach
is essentially based on intuition. Although premise and conse-
quent parameters of the MI-Mamdani system can be learned
from data, the processes of identifying both set of parameters
are independent.

In future work, we will introduce a neuro-fuzzy architecture
capable of learning from ambiguously labeled data without
having to use FCMI to identify multiple instance rules, and
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can jointly learn the set of the optimal premise and consequent
parameters using alternating optimization.
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